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· t seems to be a bit of a precocious individual. 

b t Harrie . ' ld he u • a great deal of groping in Harriet s wor ass 

Books etementaRy school 
~There ~! to interpret the feelings of the adults ~hat mo1:o-. R€abin½ ,_attt:mp her interest and actions. Her peer group_ 15 r_eallst~c 
-poll:: cruel to her, in the child's way, as she 1s to t~em 1n 
, and 

5 ing attempts to learn how and why they do the th1ngs My Four Current Ladies 
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Well, it's happened again; my capricious nature has brought 
four young ladies into my world without my being able to select 
a favorite. I've once more been reminded of some of the girls 
who amazed me with their skill and knowledge in the late years 
of grade school, perplexed me with their sudden secrecy and coy 
looks in junior high, and flustered me with cool, personal 
knowledge as they matured in our later school years. Most of 
all, I've laughed with them or at them; felt a tug· in my empathy 
center as they struggled against or toward maturity and indepen
dence, and reflected on how frustrating, frustrated, yet under
standing parents are with children. 

June. (The Summer of the Falcon, Jean Craighead George; 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York; 1962.) She wa~ thirteen 
when we met, but still was much involved in the world of boys as 
she learned the art of training a falcon from her brothers and 
male cousins. How free the male world; how objectionable her 
mother's push toward maturity with the purchase of the first 
brassiere and girdle! And then at sixteen she saw her brothers' 
first challenge of parental authority, the natural instinct of 
her birds to return to the insecurity of freedom but indepen-
dence, and the realization that the billowing formal gown she 
hesitantly agreed to is the beginning of unlimited horizons. 

her ~~- and what it means to her. When we parted, at the end 
they b k I had a feeling that Harriet was much more secure f the oo • • · · ld b t ~ her understanding of self and relation to h7r wor _ , u 

,in f lt that there were days of trouble still ahead as I also e . 
H riet moves her mind to new quests. ,., ar 

And last Lulu. (Lulu's Back in Town, Leigh Dean; Fun~ 
' Wa al ls, New York; 1968.) Lulu was nine when we met; 1:rne 
& en~he left me laughing at her ~emale handling of the f1~e 
whmbers of her gang, all male, thirty-one page~ later. Its 

,me tty hard to accept the realization that you ve been fooled 
pre our own gang, but it is certainly sweet to be able to 

.,bY v~n e yourself with just that subtle touc~ that marks a 
~:ade; with an edge in logic and an extra bit of knowledge at 

, the right time. 

Claudia. (Claudia, Barbara Wallace; Pollet Publishing 
Company; 1969.) At eleven, nine year old Duffy Booth from down 
the street and her own college age brother are far more com
forting than her older sister Barbara or the terribly sicken-
ing, silly girls her own age. There is no pre-teen understand- ? 
ing for parental demands that she refrain from playing with 
Duffy, for the sudden sophistication of her female peer group, 
for her aggressive action against wrong; nor is there a reason 
to talk to adults about her interest in and help t~ the poverty
stricken family across the town. Is it cybernetics that brings 
a sudden moment when the world slips into focus and there is 
understanding? Claudia finds this moment. 

Harriet. (Harriet the Spy, Louise Fitzhugh; Dell Publish.
ing Company, Inc., New York; 1964.) Harriet, too, is eleven, 
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